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Influence of Plastic Deformation on Bimaterial Fault Rupture

Directivity

Nora DeDontney1, Elizabeth L. Templeton-Barrett2, James R. Rice1,3, Renata

Dmowska3

Abstract. Material juxtapositions across mature faults are a common occurrence. Pre-
vious work has found that this elastic mismatch results in a rupture that will preferen-
tially propagate in the direction of slip displacement on the more compliant side of the
fault, with more off-fault damage in the stiffer material. This result has implications for
inferring preferred rupture directions based on observations of damage zone asymmetry.
We perform a complete numerical investigation of the role of the stress state on the dis-
tribution of plastic deformation and the direction of preferred rupture propagation. We
show that there are important factors, in addition to the elastic mismatch, which con-
trol the preferred direction of propagation as well as the side of the fault in which dam-
age predominately accumulates. The orientation of the most compressive principal stress
is the controlling factor in determining the location of plastic deformation. For differ-
ent orientations, plastic deformation can accumulate in either the stiffer or the more com-
pliant material. For high angles of most compressive stress, the aforementioned preferred
rupture direction prediction holds true. However, the off-fault plastic response can re-
verse that direction for low angles of most compressive stress so that rupture will pref-
erentially propagate in the direction of slip displacement in the stiffer material.

1. Introduction

Previous work has found that an elastic mismatch across
a fault can result in a rupture that preferentially propagates
in the direction of slip displacement on the more compliant
side of the fault [Andrews and Ben-Zion, 1997; Ben-Zion and
Andrews, 1998; Ben-Zion, 2001]. Andrews and Ben-Zion
[1997] and Ben-Zion and Andrews [1998] confirmed the ex-
istence of wrinkle-like slip pulses, postulated by Weertman
[1980], that propagate unilaterally in the direction of slip in
the more compliant medium, for a constant friction coeffi-
cient, due to a dynamic reduction of normal stress. More
complete analyses [Cochard and Rice, 2000; Adams, 2001]
based on Adams [1995], provided simple slip-pulse solutions
propagating at the generalized Rayleigh wave speed for the
bimaterial pair. Cochard and Rice [2000], based on Ranjith
and Rice [2001], showed, for the case of constant friction
coefficient and under special starting conditions, that a slip
pulse solution was also possible propagating in the opposite
direction, at a speed close to the dilatational wave speed of
the more compliant material.

Alternatively, Harris and Day [1997] performed numeri-
cal simulations for bimaterial fault models with slip weaken-
ing of the friction coefficient. They observed bilateral rup-
tures, but noted asymmetries in the slip and rupture ve-
locities in the two directions. Harris and Day [1997] also
observed occasional transitions to supershear rupture in a
direction opposite to that of slip displacement in the more
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compliant material. Those numerical observations are in
agreement with the experimental work of Xia et al. [2005],
who investigated the directionality of rupture on a bima-
terial interface in the laboratory and found that for the
conditions examined, rupture was always bilateral. Xia
et al. [2005] observed that rupture was modestly faster in
the Weertman “preferred” direction, so long as both fronts
moved at sub-shear speeds, but in samples with increased
shear prestress, rupture ultimately transitioned to a consid-
erably faster, supershear rupture in the direction opposite
to that “preferred” direction.

Harris and Day [2005] conducted 3-dimensional (3D) nu-
merical investigations and examined small (M4-M6) earth-
quakes in Parkfield, California, where there is a material
contrast across the San Andreas fault. Harris and Day
[2005] found that rupture propagated in both directions in
both the numerical models and the actual events. However,
Ben-Zion [2006a] notes that these small events may be in-
fluenced by the local San Andreas fault structure, rather
than the properties of the crustal blocks, and more obser-
vational constraints are needed. Additionally, Harris and
Day [1997], Harris and Day [2005] and Andrews and Har-
ris [2005] found, using 2-dimensional (2D) and 3D numer-
ical models, that rupture is bilateral and that features like
the wrinkle-like slip pulse are seen only near the rupture
front. In contrast, Ben-Zion [2006b] conclude that there is
a broad parameter range in which the wrinkle-like slip pulse
is relevant. Additionally, Dalguer and Day [2009] show that
variations in the depth and initial stress state of large as-
pect ratio faults can result in either unilateral or bilateral
rupture propagation in an elastic medium, so additional 3D
effects can alter these results.

We confirm here that the level of shear prestress, rela-
tive to peak strength, is an important factor in determin-
ing how the rupture propagates in a slip-weakening model;
higher prestress allows a transition to supershear rupture
in a direction opposite to what is normally called the “pre-
ferred” direction (and seems to be the direction with prop-
agation near the generalized Rayleigh speed) at lower shear
prestress.
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In addition to the rupture directionality, we must also
consider the generation of plastic deformation off of the
fault. The asymmetry of damage accumulation due to the
dynamic propagation of rupture through an elastic-plastic
material has been widely modeled under a variety of con-
ditions. There are two theories to explain what determines
which side of the fault undergoes greater plastic deforma-
tion. Studies by Poliakov et al. [2002] and Templeton and
Rice [2008], on homogeneous materials, suggest that the an-
gle between the most compressive principal stress and the
fault, Ψ, is the controlling factor and determines whether
deformation accumulates in the compressive or extensional
side of the fault. Viesca et al. [2008] extended this to exam-
ine the role of pore fluids and observed that an undrained,
saturated material exhibits a wider or narrower zone of de-
formation, depending on Ψ. In contrast, studies by Ben-
Zion and Shi [2005] examined the dynamic rupture prop-
agation and resulting plastic deformation in the bulk and
found that rupture only propagated in the direction of slip
in the more compliant material when a bimaterial interface
was considered. Ben-Zion and Shi [2005] also found that
damage accumulated only in the stiffer medium with a faster
seismic velocity. Their study was conducted, however, for
only a single prestress orientation with maximum compres-
sion at 45◦ to the fault (plausible for the major California
strike-slip faults studied).

Dor et al. [2006] applied the Ben-Zion and Shi [2005]
concepts to the San Andreas, San Jacinto, and Punchbowl
faults of southern California. They noted a large asymmetry
in the observed damage pattern around these faults, with
more damage located on the northeast side of the faults
where higher wave speed materials (and thus stiffer mate-
rial if density varies only modestly) were found. Applying
the study of Ben-Zion and Shi [2005], they concluded that
there was a preferred rupture propagation direction towards
the northwest, along the faults studied.

While this conclusion seems valid for values of Ψ close to
45◦, the work of Templeton and Rice [2006, 2008] suggests
that the same conclusion might not be reached for some
other ranges of prestress orientations. Templeton and Rice
[2006, 2008] show that for high and low prestress angles,
plastic deformation occurs on different sides of the fault and
Templeton and Rice [2006] also examine the extent of plas-
tic deformation when there is a material contrast across the
fault. Duan [2008] show that for a high prestress angle, the
accumulation of plastic deformation is asymmetric about the
fault in the presence of a material contrast. Hence, a more
complete study of the role of Ψ in determining the distri-
bution of off-fault deformation, for the case of a bimaterial
interface, seems in order. The following discussion presents
a detailed computational investigation into how stress ori-
entation and magnitude control the preferred rupture prop-
agation direction and location of plastic deformation in the
bimaterial problem.

2. Model Setup

Analyses of right-lateral dynamic shear rupture in elas-
tic and elastic-plastic media were conducted using the finite
element code ABAQUS/Explicit. The fault is embedded in
2D plane strain finite elements and absorbing boundary con-
ditions surround the entire model. The mesh utilizes larger
elements far from the fault (figure 1), where no plastic defor-
mation is expected, allowing for faster computation times,
but the region shown in all figures is of the finest resolution.

A material contrast is prescribed across the fault, with a
more compliant material, material 1, above the fault, and
a stiffer material, material 2, below the fault (see table 1
for values). We use a wave speed contrast of 1.25, which is

high when compared to the observation of 1.09 for the San
Andreas fault [Fuis et al., 2003], but not for other tectonic
regimes with a material mismatch, such as a subduction
zone [Takahashi et al., 2002].

We neglect the effects of pore fluids here; if fluid-
saturated, we may consider the initial stress state to be
an effective stress state and neglect changes in pore pres-
sure along the fault during dynamic rupture. An alterna-
tive simple interpretation of our results, based on Viesca
et al. [2008], is that we assume an undrained elastic-plastic
response on the seismic time scale, in which case simple for-
mulae exist for transforming the elastic-plastic parameters
used here between undrained and drained response as given
by Viesca et al. [2008].

The model is initially loaded with a uniform stress state
that is characterized by an orientation of the most com-
pressive principal stress with the fault, Ψ, and an S ra-
tio, which characterizes how close the initial shear stress
on the fault, τ0, is to failure. The S ratio is defined by
S = (τp−τ0)/(τ0−τr) [Andrews, 1976; Das and Aki , 1977],
where τp and τr are the peak and residual strengths of the
fault respectively. The peak and residual strengths are the
product of the fault normal compressive stress and the static
and dynamic coefficients of friction, respectively. In evalu-
ating S, the normal stress is based on the initially uniform
compressive normal stress (that stress is altered during dy-
namic rupture). A lower S ratio indicates that the fault is
closer to failure (S = 0 is at failure), and a higher S ratio
indicates that fault is further from failure.

We look at a range in values for Ψ and S with Ψ = 15◦,
25◦, 35◦, 45◦ and S = 0.8, 1.4 and 2.0. Combinations of
these result in the twelve stress states that are considered
here. We do not show results for larger angles of Ψ here, as
we have found that Ψ = 35◦ and Ψ = 45◦ are representative
of larger values for Ψ, and includes the 45◦ examined by
Ben-Zion and Shi [2005].

2.1. Fault Frictional Behavior

We implement a slip-weakening formulation [Ida, 1972;
Palmer and Rice, 1973], as described fully in Templeton and
Rice [2008], in which the coefficient of friction, f , decays
linearly from a peak static value, fs, to a residual dynamic
value, fd, over a characteristic amount of slip, Dc.

A length scale that arises is the slip-weakening zone size,
R, which, in the case of homogeneous media, depends on
the rupture velocity, Vr, and decreases to zero at Vr → CR,
where CR is the Rayleigh wave speed. At low rupture speeds
and large S, R ≈ R0, and for rupture between identical ma-
terials, R0 can be related to Dc by [Palmer and Rice, 1973]

R0 =
9π

32(1− ν)

GDc

(fs − fd)σn
(1)

where G is the shear modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio, and σn

is the fault normal stress (σn, positive in compression, is
defined by σn = −niσijnj for surface normal n). The the-
ory is under development for the bimaterial case [Hirano,
S. (2011), personal communication], so we use (1) to deter-
mine the ratio, Dc/R0, implemented in the model, using the
elastic material parameters of material 1. Rice et al. [2005]
estimated that a representative value for R0 is 20-40 m for
the mid-seismogenic zone of crustal continental earthquakes.
A resolution of 40 elements in R0 is used in the vicinity of
the faults to ensure that the slip-weakening process is well
resolved. The characteristics of the rupture propagation are
not significantly different for higher (∆x = R0/60) or lower
(∆x = R0/20) resolutions, so we are adequately resolving
the rupture process.

We implement a numerical regularization scheme because
the bimaterial sliding problem is ill-posed. Sliding is unsta-
ble at constant friction values and as the wavelength of a per-
turbation decreases towards zero, the growth rate diverges
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[e.g., Renardy , 1992; Adams, 1995; Simones and Martins,
1998]. We use the form

dτ

dt
= − 1

t∗
[τ − fσn] (2)

where a shear strength, τ , evolves towards a residual value
over a time scale, t∗, and f = f(slip) linearly decreases from
fs to fd as slip accumulates. This is a simplified form of
that suggested by Prakash and Clifton [1993] and Prakash
[1998], which was investigated for its stability properties in
Ranjith and Rice [2001] and implemented in Cochard and
Rice [2000]. Ideally t∗ should be much larger than the nu-
merical time step, ∆t, yet much smaller than the time, T ,
to undergo slip weakening. Here we use, t∗ = 2∆x/Cs1 and
4∆x/Cs1, for the elastic-plastic and elastic models, respec-
tively, where ∆x is the element dimension in the direction
of slip and Cs1 is the shear wave speed of material 1. We
use a smaller t∗ for the elastic-plastic models because the
inclusion of off-fault deformation helps impede the growth
of perturbations within the model domain. The stable time
step can be approximated by ∆t = ∆x/

√
2Cp2, where Cp2

is the dilatational wave speed of material 2. While the time
to undergo slip weakening depends on the rupture velocity,
it is of the order T = R0/Vr ≈ 40∆x/Cs1, where 40 is de-
termined by the grid resolution. These parameter choices
result in t∗ = 6-12∆t and T = 20-10t∗, so the constraints
on t∗ are satisfied.

Rupture is nucleated by the forced expansion of a crack
[Andrews, 1985; Dunham and Rice, 2008]. Nucleation starts
with weakening at a point and then forcing the growth of the
weakened region by prescribing a lower frictional strength
over a growing patch, expanding at some constant low speed.
This expansion occurs until the weakened region attains
an unstable size, and spontaneous rupture ensues at much
higher speed.

2.2. Off-Fault Elastic-Plastic Material

We use the pressure dependent Drucker-Prager yield cri-
terion, which is given by

τ + µ(σkk/3) = b (3)

where b is the cohesion, µ is the slope of the yield surface,
and τ =

√
(1/2)sijsij is the square root of the second in-

variant of the deviatoric stress sij = σij − δijσkk/3. For
the initial stress states used here, with σ0

33 = (σ0
11 + σ0

22)/2,
the Drucker-Prager yield criterion coincides exactly with the
Mohr-Coulomb criterion as discussed by Templeton and Rice
[2008].

We use a yield surface slope µ = 0.51, which is analogous
to a material with a Mohr-Coulomb coefficient of friction of
tanφ = 0.6 (using the relation µ = sinφ). This value for µ
corresponds to the static coefficient of friction, fs = 0.6, on
the fault. As in Templeton and Rice [2008], we assume that
this is a mature fault that has experienced multiple ruptures.
This has resulted in the fault being surrounded by a zone of
highly damaged rock, which we idealize as cohesionless, and
thus we prescribe a negligible level of cohesion, b = 10−6σn

(b = 0 is not an admissible parameter in the program).
We also allow dilatancy to occur during the plastic defor-

mation. We define the dilatancy factor, β, as the ratio of an
increment of volumetric plastic strain, dεplkk, to an increment
of shear plastic strain, dγpl

β =
dεplkk
dγpl

(4)

where dγpl =
√

2 deplij de
pl
ij , and deplij = εplij − δijεkk/3. We

investigate a range of dilatancy values, ranging from non-
dilative (β = 0) to associated flow (β = µ), to asses the role
of this parameter (see table 1 for a complete list of param-
eters). Rudnicki and Rice [1975] inferred from the data of

Brace et al. [1966] on cracked crystalline rocks, that β was
in the range of 0.2-0.4, which is roughly half of the value
inferred for µ.

3. Results

The results of the parameter study are summarized in
table 2, where we see the important role that Ψ plays in de-
termining the preferential rupture direction. The preference
for one direction over another is determined by a compari-
son of the rupture propagation velocity and slip velocity in
each direction. The slip velocity varies with distance from
the rupture tip, and it is highest just behind the rupture
tip; it is this maximum value that we compare between the
two directions of propagation. Frequently, both the rup-
ture propagation velocity and slip velocity are higher in the
same propagation direction, and in this situation the pre-
ferred rupture propagation direction is clear. In these cases,
the result is denoted by an “R” or “L” for preferential prop-
agation to the right or left, respectively, for the right-lateral
rupture examined (note that a mark of “R” or “L” does not
necessarily indicate unilateral rupture propagation). Addi-
tionally, the difference between the rupture velocities in the
two directions is quantified by the quantity

V ≡ V+ − V−
V+ + V−

(5)

where V+ is the rupture velocity towards the right, and V− is
the velocity towards the left, both of which are non-negative
quantities. V ranges from −1 ≤ V ≤ 1, where V = 1 in-
dicates unilateral rupture to the right, V = −1 indicates
unilateral rupture to the left, V = 0 indicates a symmetric
rupture, and 0 < |V | < 1 indicates a bilateral rupture with
a faster rupture velocity in one direction over another.

Often the preferred direction indicated by the slip and
rupture velocities will not agree, and the result is denoted
by“r/l”, where the first letter denotes the preferred direction
based on the slip velocity, and the second letter indicates the
preferred direction based on the rupture velocity. The value
for V is also included in these cases to show the magnitude
of the rupture velocity contrast.

Sometimes the rupture fails to propagate in one or both
of the directions, or it can be highly delayed in one direction.
If the rupture only grows through the forced expansion of
the nucleation crack during the model time, and reaches a
crack length greater than 30R0 without spontaneous prop-
agation, the result is denoted with a “(—)”. Generally, as
the nucleation crack expands, rupture begins to dynamically
propagate to the right slightly before it propagates to the
left, but in some cases, the leftward rupture is highly de-
layed. If the rightward rupture reaches a rupture velocity of
Vr ≥ 0.80Cs1 before the leftward rupture starts to dynami-
cally propagate, the result is denoted with a superscript “2”
in table 2.

When off-fault plastic deformation is included, we report
contours of accumulated plastic strain, γpl

eq, where

γpl
eq =

∫ t

0

dγpl

dt′
dt′ (6)

and dγpl is defined as above.
The following sections describe the role that the stiffness

contrast, S ratio, principal stress orientation, Ψ, and dila-
tancy, β, play in controlling the preferred rupture direction
and location of off-fault deformation.
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3.1. Rupture with Elastic Off-Fault Response

In the case of rupture on a bimaterial interface between
elastic media, there is preference for rupture to propagate in
one direction or another dependent on the S ratio, but there
is no dependence on Ψ. Figure 2a-c shows the rupture prop-
agation for an S ratio of 2.0. The slip distribution (figure
2a) is asymmetric, reflecting a faster propagation towards
the right. The preferential propagation to the right can be
seen by looking at both the rupture velocity and the slip
velocity (figure 2b and c), which are both higher for prop-
agation towards the right. This is the direction predicted
by Ben-Zion [2001], with slip in the more compliant side of
the fault, also called the positive direction. For S = 2.0, the
value for V is positive, indicating faster rupture propagation
to the right, but V < 1, because the rupture is bilateral.

Figure 3a shows the change in normal stress on the fault
as the rupture propagates. For propagation to the right, the
preferred direction, the normal stress decreases (becomes
less compressive) as the fault begins to slip, but increases
ahead of the rupture tip, in agreement with previous work
[e.g., Andrews and Ben-Zion, 1997; Rubin and Ampuero,
2007]. For these crack-like ruptures, the normal stress de-
crease can continue to grow and fault opening can occur.
For propagation to the left, the normal stress changes are
reversed; the normal stress decreases ahead of the rupture
tip and increases as slip begins to accumulate. We note
that the results presented here do not depend on the choice
of regularization time scale, t∗, but larger values for t∗ will
damp the oscillations seen in the normal stress. We have ex-
amined the rupture behavior for t∗ = 2, 4, and 6∆x/Cs1 and
found no change in the direction of preferential propagation,
although the fault does open for smaller crack lengths with
a smaller value for t∗.

If the S ratio is lowered to 1.4, which brings the fault
closer to failure, the behavior is largely the same as for the
aforementioned case of S = 2.0. The slip velocity is higher
for propagation towards the right, but the difference in rup-
ture velocities is very small (with V ∼ 0) and more pro-
nounced when the S ratio is higher. If the S ratio is further
reduced to 0.8, the fault is brought closer to failure, and
rupture propagates at a supershear velocity towards the left
and at a subshear velocity to the right (figure 2d-f). Figure
2 shows some of the complexities involved with bimaterial
ruptures; as the normal stress changes behind the rupture
tip, the fault is able to open. The rupture towards the left
is like a phase identified by Ranjith and Rice [2001] and
simulated by Cochard and Rice [2000]. Towards the left,
the normal stress is decreased ahead of the crack tip, and
increased in the slip-weakening zone close-up, due to the bi-
material effect. This decrease ahead of the tip contributes
to an easy transition to a supershear velocity. While the
rupture velocity is greater towards the left, the slip velocity
is still higher for the rupture tip that is propagating towards
the right, prior to the fault opening.

These observations of bilateral rupture and changes in
rupture propagation as the S ratio is varied are consistent
with the experiments of Xia et al. [2005], who always ob-
served bilateral rupture and found that the direction of pref-
erential rupture propagation was dependent on the level of
shear prestress. This is also consistent with Harris and Day
[1997], who observed bilateral rupture propagation in nu-
merical simulations for a range of material contrasts.

3.2. Elastic-Plastic Influence of S Ratio

The S ratio significantly affects the rupture propagation
with a purely elastic off-fault response and it can also alter
the rupture behavior with an elastic-plastic off-fault mate-
rial. The most apparent effect of changing the S ratio is a
change in the extent of plastic deformation, as seen in figure
4a-c. A larger zone of plastic deformation exists for lower S

ratios, but the side of the fault on which most of the plastic
deformation accumulates is not influenced by the S ratio.
As discussed by Templeton and Rice [2008], as the S ratio
is lowered, the fault is loaded closer to failure and the stress
state of the material off the fault is also moved closer to the
yield surface. Therefore, lower S ratios lead to more exten-
sive deformation off the fault. This is true for all values of
dilatancy investigated and all Ψ values considered.

Changing the S ratio also elucidates the cause of a tempo-
ral change in the rupture propagation, which is shown in the
rupture velocity (figure 4d-f). When rupture first starts to
accelerate ahead of the forcibly expanding crack, the rupture
velocity is faster towards the right, but after some distance
of propagation (shown by the vertical gray line in figures 4e
and f), the rupture propagates faster towards the left. This
transition may also be seen in the slip velocity snapshots.
For most models, the slip velocity is initially higher towards
the right, but depending on the stress state, this can flip
after some distance of propagation.

This temporal change is the result of a switch between
predominately elastic to elastic-plastic deformation. Ini-
tially, as the crack begins to accelerate, there is a negligible
amount of off-fault plastic deformation, and the rupture be-
haves as it would elastically with preferential propagation to-
wards the right. This propagation distance is labeled in fig-
ure 4a-c as the crack length before significant plastic defor-
mation occurs; lower S ratios lead to a smaller crack length.
When plastic deformation becomes substantial, this behav-
ior may change and the rupture may begin to propagate
faster towards the left. The point at which the faster rup-
ture velocity flips is proportional to the crack length when
plastic deformation becomes non-negligible. This flip is not
seen for the low S ratio case (S = 0.8, figure 4d) because
when the crack becomes large enough to accelerate, there is
already substantial off-fault plastic deformation. This initial
phase is not included in the table of results (table 2).

From table 2 we see that for Ψ = 15◦, there is rela-
tively little change in the final behavior by altering the S
ratio. The difference in final rupture velocity between the
two propagation directions is larger for lower S ratios, but
the qualitative behavior is the same. For Ψ = 35◦, the S ra-
tio plays a more significant role. As the S ratio is increased,
it is more likely that rupture will only propagate unilaterally
during the model run time. For much longer run times, it is
possible that the rupture will propagate in both directions,
but this is only due to the continued forced expansion of the
crack used to nucleate.

Changes in the S ratio can have a significant effect for the
case of Ψ = 25◦, when the extent of plastic deformation is
nearly identical on the compressional and extensional sides
of the fault. For low S ratios, the transition to supershear
rupture towards the left, as seen in the purely elastic anal-
ysis, is able to occur. For larger S ratios, the direction of
preferential rupture propagation is not clear, because the
slip and rupture velocities indicate opposite directions.

3.3. Elastic-Plastic Influence of Ψ and β

We find that the orientation of the maximum principal
compressive stress, Ψ, principally controls the location of
plastic deformation. As Ψ is increased from 15◦ to 35◦, the
location of plastic deformation transitions from the compres-
sive side of the fault to the extensional side (figure 5a). The
distribution of deformation is qualitatively similar to that
observed by Templeton and Rice [2008] and Viesca et al.
[2008] for a homogenous model, but here a larger magni-
tude of deformation occurs in the more compliant material.
This differs from the results of Duan [2008] who found a
larger magnitude of plastic strain in the stiffer material.
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The direction of preferential rupture propagation is highly
influenced by the value of Ψ (see table 2). For Ψ = 15◦, rup-
ture propagates bilaterally with a preference towards the
left, but for Ψ = 35◦ and 45◦, the rupture frequently prop-
agates unilaterally towards the right. This is in agreement
with the result of Ben-Zion and Shi [2005], who investigated
the case of Ψ = 45◦ and is consistent with off-fault defor-
mation preferentially occurring in the stiffer material.

The details of the distribution of plastic deformation
around the propagating rupture tip can be seen in figure
6. When Ψ = 35◦, localizations in the plastic strain can be
seen. The localizations are weak for the rupture propagat-
ing to the right, but they are prominent for the deformation
to the left. In this case, the leftward rupture is not propa-
gating dynamically, but is rather being forced to expand by
the nucleation procedure.

These localizations are in accord with the established the-
ory of Rudnicki and Rice [1975], which notes that there is a
nonzero critical hardening, hcr, for the plane strain condi-
tions modeled here, below which (i.e., when h < hcr) local-
ization can develop. These localization features are not fully
resolved and are expected to have an essential, if artificial,
dependence on grid size. Templeton and Rice [2008] exam-
ine the grid size dependence and find that the dynamics of
rupture propagation are not dependent on the grid size. By
introducing some amount of hardening (h > 0), which shifts
the yield surface away form the hydrostatic axis as plastic
deformation accrues (see Templeton and Rice [2008] for a
complete discussion), the localizations can be inhibited with
little effect on the overall extent of the plastically deformed
regions.

If localization is inhibited by introducing sufficient hard-
ening, the rupture propagation can be slightly modified. For
S = 1.4, Ψ = 35◦, and β = 0.26, localization can occur (fig-
ure 5 and 6c) because there is no hardening (h = 0), and
h < hcr, where hcr depends on µ, β, and on the ratios of
principal stresses. Localization, for a given stress state, can
be inhibited by increasing h, or suitably changing β or µ.
After introducing such hardening, there are no localizations
and there is only a minor change to the rupture propaga-
tion. With hardening, rupture towards the right requires
a smaller initial crack size for dynamic propagation. To-
wards the left, with sufficient hardening, the rupture is able
to dynamically propagate and can transition to supershear,
but this rupture is highly delayed and only occurs long after
rupture to the right begins to dynamically propagate.

The change in normal stress on the fault has the same
character for the elastic-plastic and the elastic models (fig-
ure 3); to the right there is an increase in normal stress
ahead of the rupture, a decrease as slip begins, and vice versa
for propagation to the left. For the same crack length, the
changes in fault normal stress are smaller in amplitude for
the elastic-plastic versus the elastic model (figure 3). How-
ever, the rupture velocity is much slower, for the same crack
length, for the elastic-plastic models. When off-fault de-
formation occurs, the rupture velocity also depends on Ψ.
For large Ψ, a broader region undergoes plastic deformation.
This increases the crack length required to initiate rupture
and results in a slower rupture velocity for larger Ψ. There-
fore, although figure 3 shows different levels of normal stress
change, we find that for the same rupture velocity, the elas-
tic and the elastic-plastic models have approximately the
same amplitude of normal stress alteration.

Figure 7 shows how the plastic deformation changes as
the dilatancy of the material is altered. For a non-dilative
material (β=0.0, figure 7a), there is significant strain local-
ization. Since hardening is not included here, localization
occurs, but can be inhibited by increasing the dilatancy, β,
which reduces the level of critical hardening. As the di-
latancy is increased up to β = 0.51 (associated flow), the
details of the plastic deformation for the rightward rupture

change. However, the bulk distribution and magnitude is
not significantly sensitive to the value of the dilatancy pa-
rameter. The distribution of plastic deformation changes for
the leftward rupture because as β increases, the rupture is
able to transition to supershear, and the plastic deformation
is showing this transition (figure 7d).

Table 2 illustrates the sensitivity of the results to changes
in dilatancy. For Ψ = 35◦ and 45◦ and a non-dilative mate-
rial (β = 0), the rupture does not spontaneously propagate
during the model run time and there are significant localiza-
tions of plastic deformation around the forcibly expanding
crack. For the highly dilative case (β = 0.51), there are no
strain localizations and the rupture propagates bilaterally.

For Ψ = 15◦, the rupture propagates bilaterally for all di-
latancy values investigated and the preferential direction is
reversed with both higher slip and rupture velocities towards
the left. With less dilation this effect is more pronounced
and there are larger differences in rupture velocities.

The results for Ψ = 25◦ are intermediate to the cases of
Ψ = 15◦ and 35◦. The rupture velocity is generally higher
towards the left while the faster slip velocities are found
towards the right.

With the inclusion of off-fault deformation, a dependence
on Ψ is introduced and rupture can preferentially travel in
either direction depending on this parameter. For high an-
gles of Ψ, rupture preferentially travels towards the right,
i.e., in the direction of slip in the more compliant material,
and can result in plastic deformation occurring only in the
stiffer material. For low angles of Ψ, however, rupture prop-
agates bilaterally, with a preference for propagation towards
the left. Plastic deformation occurs in the compressional
quadrant for low Ψ, which for propagation towards the left,
also results in plastic deformation in the stiffer material.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

The purely elastic models show bilateral propagation and
include a preferential rupture propagation towards the right
for an S ratio of 2.0 and a supershear rupture propagation
towards the left for an S ratio of 0.8. This reflects the range
of behaviors that were observed by Xia et al. [2005], who
found that rupture was always bilateral and that the direc-
tion of preferential propagation was dependent level of initial
shear stress on the fault. They found that rupture can ei-
ther propagate in both directions with a subshear rupture
velocity, or, for cases which were loaded closer to incipient
sliding (i.e. a lower S ratio), they found that the rupture
traveled faster than the shear wave speed of both materials
in the direction of slip in the stiffer material (to the left in
our model setup). This is consistent with the differences in
behavior that we see for the elastic cases with S ratios of
0.8 and 2.0.

When off-fault deformation is allowed to occur, a depen-
dence on Ψ is introduced. The range in Ψ that we investigate
here represents a range of tectonic environments. High val-
ues of Ψ are found around the San Andreas fault [Zoback
et al., 1987; Hardebeck and Hauksson, 2001; Townend and
Zoback , 2004]. While values of Ψ ≥ 45◦ are expected around
the major, active strike-slip faults of California, a large range
of values for Ψ are relevant to strike-slip settings as faults
rotate into and out of an optimal orientation for failure over
geologic time [Nur and Ron, 2003].

For high angles of Ψ, relevant for the strike-slip settings
examined by Ben-Zion and Shi [2005], rupture preferentially
travels in the positive direction, towards the right, i.e., in
the direction of slip in the more compliant material. The
plastic behavior (the dilatancy value, β) does not change
the preferred direction, but the preference for one direction
over the other can be enhanced with less material dilation.
For these stress states, most plastic deformation occurs in
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the extensional quadrant. For the range in dilatancy values
investigated, rupture will often propagate unilaterally to-
wards the right, and in these scenarios, plastic deformation
will only occur in the stiffer material. This is consistent with
the analyses of Ben-Zion and Shi [2005] who used a value
for Ψ of 45◦.

For low angles of Ψ, however, rupture propagates bi-
laterally, with a preference for propagation in the nega-
tive direction, towards the left. Low values for Ψ (such as
Ψ = 15◦) are expected in subduction zone settings, where
the subduction interface dip is shallow, 1-15◦, and the max-
imum compressive stress is approximately horizontal [e.g.,
Clift and Vannuchi , 2004]. Given the material contrast
present in a subduction zone, a preference for the negative
direction is preferential propagation downdip. The case of
Ψ = 15◦ is also relevant to the basal fault that may un-
derlie thin skinned fold-and-thust belts, but larger values,
such as Ψ = 25◦ or 35◦, characteristic of traditional Ander-
sonian faulting, are relevant for the faults that are interior
to a fold-and-thrust belt [e.g., Suppe, 2007; Hubbard et al.,
2010]. For low Ψ, plastic deformation occurs in the com-
pressional quadrant, which for propagation towards the left,
also results in plastic deformation in the stiffer material.

The dependence of the preferred propagation direction on
Ψ is a result of the fact that Ψ controls whether plastic defor-
mation occurs on the compressive or extensional side of the
fault [Templeton and Rice, 2008]. When rupture propagates
bilaterally, a larger magnitude of plastic deformation occurs
in the more compliant material, regardless of the value of Ψ.
A larger magnitude of plastic deformation means that more
energy is being used to plastically deform the material, and
this results in a lower rupture velocity. Therefore, since Ψ
determines if propagation in a given direction will plastically
deform the stiffer or the more compliant material, Ψ influ-
ences the direction in which the rupture will preferentially
propagate.

We find that only for the higher angles of Ψ investigated,
Ψ ≥ 35◦, can the observations of Dor et al. [2006] hold that
more deformation will occur in the material with the faster
seismic velocity. Then the rupture propagation is typically
unilateral, in the direction of slip in the more compliant
material, as found by Ben-Zion and Shi [2005]. However,
we see that ruptures are often not unilateral for low Ψ and
the magnitude of plastic deformation is greater in the more
compliant material, so that the aforementioned observations
would not be expected to be made in such cases.

Given the scenarios investigated here, we find that an
observation of asymmetry of damage cannot, by itself, be
evidence of a rupture propagation direction with slip in the
more compliant material. The location of deformation de-
pends not only on the material contrast, but also on the
orientation of the principal stresses as well as their relative
magnitude and how close the fault and surrounding mate-
rial are to failure. Knowledge of the stress state, as provided
in the studies of Zoback et al. [1987], Hardebeck and Hauks-
son [2001] and Townend and Zoback [2004], must be used in
conjunction with the observed plastic deformation to assess
the likelihood of unilateral rupture in a specified direction.

Other sources of asymmetry across the fault, such as the
effect of a dipping fault in the presence of a free surface
[e.g., Oglesby et al., 1998], can further alter the stress state
around the propagating rupture tip and can either reinforce
or dampen the asymmetry of the bimaterial propagation,
depending on the model setup [Ma and Beroza, 2008]. Ma
[2009] show that the characteristics of plastic deformation
around a dipping fault can be significantly different from
the model here, with no free surface. Incorporating these
effects into the framework will provide further insight into
the accumulation of plastic deformation in thrust or normal
faulting regimes, but may not be helpful for understanding
the strike-slip setting as Ma and Andrews [2010] show that

the characteristics of the plastic deformation are qualita-
tively similar with depth, except very near the surface.

Our work indicates that it is not always straightforward
to associate rupture directivity only with bimaterial con-
trast. This is unfortunate given that mechanically correct
predictions of directivity, under particular tectonic condi-
tions, would be extremely valuable in light of the dependence
of ground shaking on rupture directivity. For example, de-
pending on the directivity of rupture on the southern San
Andreas fault, either the Los Angeles basin or Mexicali will
be strongly affected [Olsen et al., 2006], but material con-
trast alone, independent of constraints on prestress, cannot
predict this.
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Figure 1. Model setup showing mesh geometry (with
element size increasing with distance from the fault), ma-
terial contrast, and definition of Ψ, which characterizes
the orientation of the stress loading.
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(e) Slip velocity. For both S ratios, there is a higher peak
slip velocity for rupture traveling towards the right. (c)
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Table 1. Material Parameters

ρ1, ρ2 Density 2700, 3000 kg/m3

E1, E2 Young’s modulus 60.8, 105.6 GPa
G1, G2 Shear modulus 24.3, 42.2 GPa
ν1, ν2 Poisson’s ratio 0.25, 0.25
Cp1, Cp2 P wave speed 5200, 6500 m/s
Cs1, Cs2 S wave speed 3002, 3753 m/s

R0 Slip-weakening zone size 40 m
fs Static friction 0.6
fd Dynamic friction 0.12
Dc Slip-weakening length 67 mm
t∗ Regularized time scale 6.66e-4 s

µ Drucker-Prager internal friction 0.51
β Dilatancy parameter 0, 0.14, 0.26, 0.51
b Cohesion 10−6

Table 2. Summary of results for the preferred rupture direc-
tion. The letter refers to the direction of preferred propagation
(not the direction of unilateral propagation) and the number,

V , is a measure of the relative asymmetry in the velocity of
rupture propagation (see equation (5)).

Ψ S Ratio Elastic Elastic-Plastic
β = 0.0 β = 0.14 β = 0.26 β = 0.51

0.8 r/l -0.27 L -0.04 L -0.05 L -0.041 L -0.041

15◦ 1.4 R 0.0 L -0.04 L -0.04 L -0.04 L -0.03
2.0 R 0.01 L -0.05 L -0.04 L -0.03 L -0.03

0.8 r/l -0.27 L -0.29 L -0.29 L -0.28 L -0.27
25◦ 1.4 R 0.0 L -0.19 r/l -0.04 r/l -0.03 r/l -0.03

2.0 R 0.01 (—) r/l -0.032 r/l -0.06 r/l -0.02

0.8 r/l -0.27 R 1.0 R 1.0 r/l -0.142 r/l -0.13
35◦ 1.4 R 0.0 (—) R 1.0 R 1.0 r/l -0.12

2.0 R 0.01 (—) R 1.0 R 1.0 r/l -0.12

0.8 r/l -0.27 (—) R 1.0 R 1.0 r/l2 -0.14
45◦ 1.4 R 0.0 (—) R 1.0 R 1.0 r/l2 -0.13

2.0 R 0.01 (—) (—) R 1.0 R2 0.24
R : Rupture prefers to propagate to the right
L : Rupture prefers to propagate to the left
r/l : Slip velocity indicates preferred rupture towards the right while rupture velocity indicates preferred rupture to the
left
(—) : Does not propagate in either direction
1 Rupture to the left begins to transition to supershear
2 Rupture to the left is highly delayed




